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Empower your business:
hold more than 100 years
of measurement skills
in the palm of your hand

NPL e-Learning
Excellence in measurement training: online, on-demand
An easy to use, professional solution that delivers measurement skills
and awareness directly to your business. A new and engaging training
programme, globally accessible across PCs and mobile devices.
Find out more at: www.npl.co.uk/e-learning

Foreword
Suzanne Wells, Operations Manager
for NPL Training

Welcome to the Skills and Training
edition of Insights – Beyond
measurement
Measurement science
plays a vital role across
the major growth sectors
of the UK economy.
The National Physical
Laboratory (NPL) works
with many organisations
that are facing critical skills
shortages, not only in
measurement science, but also across the wider
STEM (science, technology, engineering and
mathematics) subjects.
The decline in measurement skills is partly
caused by a lack of formal measurement
training in academic and vocational
qualifications, but is also due to the skilled
population reaching retirement age. Together,
these factors emphasise the increasing
need for education and training providers
to collaborate more widely to inspire the
next generation of skilled workers into
science careers and provide new curricula
and resources which are readily accessible to
learners at all stages of their careers.
NPL is actively involved in the skills agenda,
delivering education, training and outreach
programmes to schools, colleges, industry
and academia. The impact of this engagement
is tangible through activities and projects,
such as:
• 	 The intake of our own apprentices on our
Advanced Apprenticeship Scheme, which
happened for the first time this year.
• 	 The new Product Verification Programme,
with the need for measurement skills at its
heart, and whose purpose it is to underpin
the success of manufacturing supply chains.
• 	 Our Measurement Skills for Industry
Programme, which sets the standard
for Metrology Training in the UK and
provides access to a framework of practical
application based Qualifications in
Metrology - part of the UK’s Qualifications
and Credits Framework.

• 	 And finally, our exciting new e-Learning
Programme, designed to fit training
into busy work schedules and make
measurement knowledge even more
accessible, on a global scale.
NPL continues to work collaboratively with
industry, professional institutions, trade
associations and education establishments
to disseminate measurement knowledge as
widely as possible. We remain responsive to
industry and government, with our future
work aimed at providing a pipeline of talented,
skilled metrologists across industry sectors to
generate real impact on the UK’s productivity
and global competitiveness.

www.npl.co.uk/training
www.npl.co.uk/educate-explore
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Securing the skills pipeline

Securing the skills pipeline
Fiona Auty, Head of Communications at NPL
and Outreach Campaign Leader

NPL is one of the few commercial
laboratories where young physicists
and physics teachers can visit and
see the use of physics (as well as
other engineering, maths and science
disciplines) in action.
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Securing the skills pipeline

For over 100 years, NPL’s worldleading reputation has relied
upon exceptional scientists and
passionate communicators. We
employ physicists, mathematicians,
engineers, chemists and biologists
to work on the niche, but vital, area
of measurement science.

Crucially, it’s not just young people that we
reach out to. For three years we have run a
unique science evening class for adults and
students, called Protons for Breakfast. It’s open
to all and has increasing attendee numbers
of all ages. And beyond this, we’ve even been
invited to advise the government’s Chief
Scientific Adviser on expanding outreach
campaigns.

In recent years, NPL has
watched the widely
reported decline in the
number of students
choosing to study
science or pursue
scientific careers. We have
committed to help reverse
this trend by engaging,
inspiring and supporting young people
to achieve their potential and become the
scientists of tomorrow.

NPL’s Science Ambassadors

NPL’s science outreach team has worked
in partnership with schools and local
education departments for over 15 years to
inspire thousands of young people. We do
this through a wide range of programmes,
activities and resources.

Creative programmes and resources
for the community
Free resources are made available through our
online learning room, which attracts around
2,500 new visitors a month. Our innovative
outreach team has even developed unique
software, VPLab, a virtual physical laboratory
that really brings physics to life. In fact, it’s
the only multimedia resource recommended
by Cambridge International Examinations the world’s largest provider of international
qualifications for 14 –19 year-olds. NPL has
partnered with the Institute of Physics to make
VPLab available free of charge to schools, and
over 350 schools in 10 countries currently use
the software.
Our activities are going from strength to
strength. NPL’s Water Rocket Challenge, for
example, has been going for over 10 years,
attracting entries from schools across the UK
and inspiring creative thinking, engaging
young people in science, as well as raising
money for charity.

We encourage all new NPL recruits to
volunteer as Science Ambassadors. They
can get involved at different levels, from
giving one-off talks at career days through to
coordinating major events, supported all the
way with a network of Ambassador training,
resources and mentoring.
The experience is two-way, with outreach
activities also providing a great training
ground for staff to hone their presentational
skills and practice talking about science to
a diverse audience. A number of staff join
the campaign team each year specifically to
gain this experience as part of their personal
development plan.
NPL works closely with a number of
organisations in delivering this scheme, most
notably the Institute of Physics (IoP) and the
STEM Ambassadors Scheme facilitated by
national charity STEMNET (STEM network). The
ultimate benefit will be a new breed of excited
and engaged scientists who will enable us to
continue to be the centre for leading-edge
science.
NPL is one of the few commercial laboratories
where young physicists and physics teachers
can visit and see the use of physics (as well
as other engineering, maths and science
disciplines) in action. We’re extremely proud to
use this as an opportunity to inspire the next
generation of scientists through our successful
outreach programmes.
The resources from our outreach campaign are
available on our website:

www.npl.co.uk/educate-explore
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Technicians and growth
Daniel Sandford Smith, Director of Programmes in The Gatsby Charitable
Foundation’s Education team
Technicians are skilled professionals
who solve practical problems
through the creative use of
techniques and procedures. The UK
does not have enough technicians(1).
Without action, this situation
will worsen in the coming years,
threatening our future economic
prosperity.
Technicians in STEM
sectors are the
uncelebrated lynchpins
of UK research and
innovation. Skilled
professionals who solve
practical problems
through the creative
use of techniques and
technology, they work across many industry
and academic disciplines, supporting scientists
and engineers, and serving as the bridge that
connects the two.
This view is supported by Barley and Bechky(2),
who investigated the work of technicians
employed in biotechnology labs. They see
them as standing “between the scientists
who nominally ran the laboratories and
the empirical phenomena that the labs
investigated. The technicians used and
elaborated a contextual understanding
of materials, instruments, and techniques
grounded in a hands-on-experience that most
scientists lacked”.
Gatsby-commissioned research(3) in a number
of sectors (including space, aerospace,
universities, composites, health and the
chemical sciences), has identified the critical
roles that technicians play across these sectors.
For example, one of the university interviewees
commented: “If the academic department is
an engine, then technicians are the engine oil
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that keeps the department running smoothly.
Low technician numbers now mean that the
department is in danger of seizing up”(4).
The work of technicians is not restricted to the
here and now; technicians are also integral
to the innovation that will be required to
overcome some of the greatest challenges
over the next century – from updating our
transport infrastructure and local internet
access, to securing the future of our energy
supply. The Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD)
recognises the importance of research-driven
innovation, but stresses that “the cumulative
productivity impact of small incremental
changes that are usually undertaken on the
shop floor can be much greater than initial
introduction of a major technology” (5). This
suggests that the practical know-how of
technicians will be critical in driving the
innovation required to meet these challenges.

The work of technicians is not
restricted to the here and now;
technicians are also integral to the
innovation that will be required
to overcome some of the greatest
challenges over the next century.

Technicians and growth

However, in our research, employers report real
problems finding suitably skilled technicians.
Indeed, in some sectors employers said that
they are unable to expand their businesses
because they cannot find the technician skills
they need.
Before we can generate the supply of
technicians we need to stimulate economic
growth, we have to address two specific issues.
First, the relatively low status of technicians in
society and, second, the relative weakness of
the education pathways that lead to technician
occupations.
One way to raise the status of technicians is
through registration schemes that establish
minimum standards for individuals to
meet. Registration through professional
bodies brings status – much more than any
government could ever hope to confer on an
individual qualification.
There are now registration schemes for
technicians in science and engineering, in
both cases the standards are set and updated
by professional bodies working through the
Science Council and the Engineering Council.
Technicians who meet these standards can
register and use the post-nominal EngTech for
engineering or RSciTech for science.
The UK’s vocational education system does not
have a great track record, but it is essential to
the future supply of technicians. Our university
focused education is as good as anyone
else’s, but for those not going to university
the situation is much bleaker, resulting in a
relatively large proportion of the UK workforce
with lower skills than the equivalent overseas.
This is not a new problem, and indeed the
government has been attempting to solve it
through a range of initiatives over many years.
However, it is possible that these attempts
have made the problem worse: constant
tinkering with vocational qualifications has
reduced confidence and familiarity with the
qualifications.
Registration sets clear expectations about
what is required of a technician. It thus allows
qualifications to be developed with clear aims
for the knowledge and skills that need to be
assessed. Apprenticeships and other training
routes can be aligned to registration standards,

creating credible technician pathways that
would appeal to young people and their
parents.
Professional bodies have a long history
of setting and monitoring standards and
understand the importance of maintaining
stability. Additionally, registration schemes are
only financially viable for professional bodies
if they are attractive to individuals who pay
registration fees. This will be the case only if
registration brings the individual a significant
advantage in the labour market by reflecting
the needs of employers. Professional bodies
are thus incentivised to ensure standards,
and the qualifications mapped against them,
are relevant to the needs of industry and
responsive to any changes wrought by future
technological innovation or shifts in
the economy.
The government is beginning to recognise the
role that professional standards can play in
assuring the quality of vocational education.
Doug Richard’s apprenticeships review
recommends that apprenticeships are linked
to standards for professional registration
where these exist.
Yet standards must be more widely known
before they can underpin vocational
education. Without a critical mass of technician
registrants, employers won’t stipulate
registration as a prerequisite for vacant
jobs, and technicians won’t see the value
of gaining the accreditation. Registration
through professional bodies could be the key
to opening up the supply of technicians, but
it will only be successful if professional bodies
can make common cause with employers,
unions, and training providers.
www.gatsby.org.uk
(1) BIS Skills for Growth, The National Skills Strategy,
November 2009
(2) Barley, Stephen R., and Bechky, Beth A. (1994). In the
backroom of science: The work of technicians in science
labs. Work and Occupations 21 (1):85-126.
(3) Gatsby is a foundation set up by David Sainsbury to
realise his charitable objectives; for more information on
technician research and projects see www.gatsby.org.uk
(4) Lewis, P. & Gospel, H. (2010). Technicians under the
Microscope: A study into the skills and training of
university laboratory and engineering workshop
technicians.
(5) Workforce skills and innovation: An overview of major
themes in the literature, OECD 2011
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Producing the skills for an innovation driven economy

Producing the skills for an
innovation driven economy
Richard Brook, President of the Association for Independent Research and
Technology Organisations (AIRTO)

Unless our education system
successfully matches the demand
for skills from the economy to
supply from secondary and tertiary
education, in terms of both quality
and quantity, the UK will struggle to
remain globally competitive.
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Producing the skills for an innovation driven economy

Innovation in products, services and
businesses is the key to the UK’s
competitiveness in global markets
and its exports. Yet for innovation
to thrive, it needs skilled people to
develop new ideas, commercialise
them and bring them to market.
AIRTO is the foremost
membership body for
organisations operating
in the UK’s intermediate
research and technology
sector. Our members
operate at the interface
between academia and
industry – the space 		
where innovation occurs.
Members tell us there are two main
challenges to address in the skills base to
ensure innovation can thrive in the UK.
Firstly, our education system must deliver a
good standard of literacy and numeracy, and
secondly, aspirations and opportunities for
scientific and technologically based careers
must be increased.

1. Improving education
We need to ensure that we have a primary and
secondary education system that delivers a
high standard of literacy and numeracy. Some
AIRTO members report that they struggle to
find recruits with the required competence
levels in literacy, numeracy and reasoning that
are required for their businesses.
Unless our education system successfully
matches the demand for skills from the
economy to supply from secondary and
tertiary education, in terms of both quality
and quantity, the UK will struggle to remain
globally competitive.

2. Providing opportunity
One size doesn’t fit all in education and
career development. Vocational training,
academic education and training, and the
re-introduction of apprenticeships all have
a role to play. Such variety of opportunity
will provide the greatest and fairest chance
for young people from a wide variety of
backgrounds to find their best route to a
fulfilling and socially mobile career.
Apprenticeships, internships and work
experience have traditionally provided entry
points through which people starting out on
a career can accumulate broader business
experience as well as pursuing further formal
qualifications, where appropriate. The working
environment also provides a very suitable
context for mentoring and coaching.
Another area of interest for AIRTO members is
the skill set needed to commercialise research.
This is an area where there is a clear shortage
of people with the multiple skills, such as the
critical soft/people skills needed.
An apprenticeship programme for such
individuals could address these concerns.
Similar to a traditional fast track graduate
development scheme in a large enterprise,
this would comprise a series of secondments;
to academia, the finance sector, government
departments (such as the Department for
Business Innovation and Skills) and commercial
industry. This concept would need substantial
investment, but could quickly provide a return
by delivering a generation of multi-skilled
practitioners ready to carry on the challenge
of capitalising on the UK’s strong research and
innovation base.
For all of this to work our members believe
that the government and training providers
need to engage the intermediate research and
technology sector as a partner. Together they
would be able to increase apprenticeships and
the employability of the graduate workforce to
better prepare the UK’s assets for accelerating
innovation.

enquiries@airto.co.uk
www.airto.co.uk
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Graduate skills

Graduate skills
Nigel Fine, Chief Executive at The Institution of Engineering
and Technology (IET)
Are graduates entering the
professional world with practical
skills to match their academic
qualifications?

While there is no ‘quick fix’ to this problem, the
IET has identified a number of effective ways
in which we can, as a profession, work towards
finding an effective and permanent solution:

Estimates suggest that the
UK needs to double the
number of engineering
recruits to meet anticipated
demand over the next
decade(1). The Institution
of Engineering and
Technology (IET) publishes
an Annual Skills Survey,
designed to highlight the latest statistics
underlying the engineering skills shortages
and gaps – and to present recommendations
for government, employers, academia and the
wider engineering industry on how to close
the gap.

1. Work experience and
apprenticeships

Urgent and timely attention is needed from all
parties if we are to address this issue with any
real or enduring success. But even as we work
to increase the number of engineering recruits,
how can we ensure that they have the right
practical skills as well as academic accolades?
And how do we continue to promote the value
of the vocational route into engineering?
Our 2013 survey revealed that 35% of
employers expected to have difficulty in
attracting staff with the right skills over the
next few years – and yet a quarter of these
companies have no specific plans on how
to address this problem. Similarly, many
universities and colleges continue to offer
engineering courses that employers claim are
not fit for purpose, failing to produce graduates
equipped with the right set of practical skills
to allow them to succeed in the modern
engineering workplace. 39% of employers
in the survey said that they felt engineering
graduates did not have the right practical
experience to support their technical skills.
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One of the most effective ways for companies
to make sure graduate or new starter skills
are up to scratch is to provide more work
experience, industrial placements and
apprenticeship opportunities. More ‘savvy’
employers like Rolls-Royce, BAE Systems and
MBDA are already doing this, understanding
that the best way to tackle the skills gap is
by finding ways to expose future engineers
to the practical side of engineering at the
earliest opportunity. After all, while new
engineers undoubtedly need excellent
technical knowledge and qualifications, they
must also understand how to apply what they
have learnt to solving real-life engineering
problems. Only the right balance of technical
knowledge and practical implementation can
ensure that the next generation of engineers
has the confidence and know-how to achieve
the best results in the real world.

2. The vocational route
With this growing focus on practical skills
in mind, it is heartening to see that more
employers are starting to view vocational
routes into engineering as a desirable
alternative to the traditional university degree.
Vocational routes are a good way for future
engineers to start to hone their technical and
non-technical skills in a practical environment.
Of course, encouraging and ensuring the
quality of these vocational routes, particularly
Higher Level apprenticeships, is vital. There
must be support for students taking Level 2
(Intermediate) apprenticeships to progress
through Level 3 (Advanced) to technician

Graduate skills

status, if we are to secure the pipeline of skilled
technicians that the UK urgently needs.
Our skills survey found that 39% of
engineering businesses said they expect to
employ more apprentices over the next five
years, which is good news. But there is still
more to be done to improve the provision of
work experience, industrial placements and
apprenticeships. We need to move away from
the outdated view of vocational routes as a
‘poor cousin’ to the academic route.
In recent years, the IET has invested a lot
of time and energy into putting in place
rigorous accreditation processes for company
apprenticeships and other workplace
initiatives. Accreditation means we can assure
both employers and potential employees that
they do not have to worry about potential
variability of standards within apprenticeships.
This quality assurance will also play an
important role in converting schools and
colleges to the attractiveness of vocational
routes for some students. Although things are
changing slowly, it is still all too common today
to hear young people say that their schools
and colleges have discouraged them from
pursuing a vocational route into engineering.

…even as we work to increase the
number of engineering recruits,
how can we ensure that they have
the right practical skills as well as
academic accolades? And how do we
continue to promote the value of the
vocational route into engineering?

3. Greater focus on ‘soft skills’
For those future engineers who choose to
follow the more traditional graduate route,
academic qualifications alone are no longer
enough. Engineers also need to have a number
of ‘soft skills’: team work, attention to detail,
reasoning and problem-solving ability, skills
and know-how to make things happen; and
strength of character to manage others.
They should have clear and concise written
communication skills, together with strong
interpersonal skills to enable them to work
effectively, both as part of a team and with
customers to provide solutions. Organisational
and project management skills are also
important as engineers have to be able to
prioritise tasks, and manage their time and
resources effectively.
Today we still have a situation where some
university and college courses could better
reflect current industrial practice. To redress this
imbalance, education providers and industry
need to work more closely together to help
develop the full set of competencies required
of engineering graduates. Universities must
strive to offer consistently high-quality degree
courses through rigorous accreditation and by
maintaining an ongoing dialogue with industry,
and accreditation bodies such as the IET.
Similarly, employers need to be more proactive
about sharing clear and timely guidance about
their requirements and offering opportunities
for undergraduates to develop the right skills.
All too often companies complain about skill
gaps, but many seem unwilling or able to do
anything about it.
The best engineering degrees achieve the
right balance between scientific and technical
understanding, and their practical application
to problem-solving, by including workplace
training in skills such as: communication
and negotiation, teamworking and interdisciplinary working, planning, costing,
and other key business process skills. These
graduates immediately become more
attractive to employers and, not only do we
start to close the skills gap, but we also create
a future generation of engineers who can
command higher salaries and more rapid
career paths. As a result, employers are more
likely to retain these graduates and secure a
decent pipeline of talent to fulfil their future
business objectives.
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4. A cross-industry effort

6. More women engineers

Government and professional institutions
also have an important role to play in
facilitating this dialogue between industry
and education providers. Professional
engineering institutions, such as the IET, can
do their bit by creating the right resources
for new graduates and apprentices. The IET
Advantage programme for graduates and
the IET Signature programme for apprentices
and technicians, work in parallel with study,
qualifications and job learning, to give new
engineers complementary tools to help them
to develop the broad range of skills that
employers require. These kinds of resources
can give new engineers a real boost of
confidence as they make the tricky transition
from academia to the workplace.

There is also more to be done by the industry
to attract higher numbers of women into
engineering. The percentage of women
engineers remains static at 7%, with few
employers taking any real action to attract
half of the UK’s available workforce, such as
offering structured career paths and changing
closed attitudes towards flexible and part-time
working. Industry, academia, government and
professional institutions need to give more
creative and pragmatic consideration to how
they attract more women into engineering
and ‘sell’ the idea of engineering to them
as an exciting career choice. They need to
rethink their career information, highlighting
that engineering is diverse, creative and
collaborative, with a fantastic range of
interesting job opportunities. It is particularly
important that schools do this when girls are
choosing their GCSE and A Level subjects, so
that more girls start to view maths and physics
as the gateway to a challenging and varied
career in engineering.
So few would dispute the skills gaps that
persists in engineering, nor that there is more
we could do as an industry to produce a future
generation of engineers. What is required now
is a concerted effort. This includes government
providing more funding for new academic and
industry partnerships; raising the standing of
vocational routes; and professional institutions
like the IET continuing to win over its corporate
and academic partners to the importance of
accreditation for both university courses and
company apprenticeship schemes. The road
ahead is clearly signposted. Now all we need to
do is follow it with conviction.

5. On the job training
Once in employment, there are other things
that companies can do to top up engineers’
practical skills, both in technical and nontechnical areas. For example, many companies
operate successful ‘buddy’ schemes, pairing
new engineers with more experienced
engineers. Often these schemes have a twoway benefit: the new engineers learn valuable
lessons about how to translate what they
have learned at university or college to the
workplace, while the more seasoned engineers
are exposed to new ways of doing things,
such as using social media or adopting a more
open, collaborative approach to working.
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(1) Engineering UK 2013: The State of Engineering, UK, November 2012

How behaviour impacts measurement

How behaviour impacts measurement
Keith Bevan, Product Development Manager for NPL Training
The importance of calibrating
measurement equipment is widely
accepted, but it can actually be the
equipment operators that represent
the greatest potential source of
error, and they are usually not
required to be certified.
NPL and Coventry
University performed
a study at the Coordinate Metrology
Systems Conference
(CMSC) to find out how
clear guidance and
instruction impacts the
reliability of results, and the results clearly
demonstrated that defined best practices and
an understanding of the fundamental aspects
of measurement help to minimise errors.
Indeed, operators in the study showed that
guidance enabled more informed judgements
about the measurements they make –
irrespective of the technology they use.
The study participants were invited to
complete three distinct measurement
challenges familiar to the automobile industry.
Firstly, to measure a car door panel using a
combination of a laser tracker, retro reflectors
and inspection software. Secondly, they were
asked to measure an engine compartment
using a combination of articulated arm, probe
and inspection software. Finally, participants
were tasked with measuring vehicle body
panels using a laser tracker, combined with
probing and laser scanning systems, and
inspection software.
During the measurement process,
observations of good practice and the
environment, set-up, design requirements,
measurement application, and data output
were also monitored by an impartial observer.

The measurement challenges were initially
carried out without any guidance or
instruction, and then repeated the following
day with a clear set of procedures in place.
The results showed that the variability in
measurement results without guidance was
significantly higher than when the procedures
were in place. For example, in the car door
measurement task the variability was up to 43
mm compared with up to 0.24 mm when the
same tasks were conducted with instructions
or procedures.
There is more consistency in measurement
results when incorporating good practice,
asking questions and encouraging questions
from the participants about the
pre-measurement, measurement planning,
measurement and post-measurement
requirements.
Whether using hand tools or the most
sophisticated coordinate measuring system,
questioning and planning all the requirements
of the measurement help to reduce the
possibility of generating poor measurements.
The outcome of this study drives home the
importance of defined best practices, and
understanding measurement fundamentals
that enable an individual to make informed
judgements about a measurement. This
applies to all measurement tools and
technologies, whatever it is hand tools or 3D
portable metrology systems.
The most important factors in achieving
informed measurement results are to take
nothing for granted, and to implement
behavioural questions and techniques
throughout the measurement process.
You can find out more about this study and
download the full report at:

www.npl.co.uk/news/how-behaviourimpacts-your-measurement
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NPL Training improves productivity for medical device manufacture

NPL Training improves
productivity for medical
device manufacture
Barrie Hanson, a metrology technician at medical device manufacturer
Owen Mumford

The NPL Training course gave me
the confidence to question which
measurement approach was best
for each job and I now construct the
measurement routines myself, instead
of just running pre-determined
routines like I used to.
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NPL Training improves productivity for medical device manufacture

Medical devices are required to
meet strict regulations and quality
standards, including ISO 13485
standards, Medical Device Directive
93/42/EEC and various other
national regulatory standards in the
countries where they operate. At
Owen Mumford, our ethos is that if it
is not 100% right, then it’s not good
enough. It’s the role of metrology
technicians and engineers to ensure
that all of our products meet this
benchmark.
I began working in
metrology at Owen
Mumford in 2009.
Initially, I had a
repetitive role: operating
machinery, putting parts
on the machine, taking
them off and recording
the result. Over time, however, I developed a
keen interest in understanding the machinery
and the components.
Owen Mumford had previously put other
employees through training at NPL and,
recognising my enthusiasm to formally
develop my knowledge, and the benefits this
could have for the company, they put me
forward for NPL’s Level 1 Dimensional Training
course. I completed the training at Hexagon
Metrology, an approved deliverer of NPL
Dimensional Measurement Training Levels 1
and 2, in July 2013.
The course brought together all the bits of
information I’d picked up by asking questions
at work. It showed me the methods behind
the complex machines that I had been using
every day, and taught me about geometric
tolerancing - the level of accuracy needed on
each feature of a product. I also learned the
basics of metrology and how to accurately
measure things without the aid of machinery.

As a result of the training, I was able not only to
solve a lot of my own problems but also those
of other operators. I understood the machines
a lot better and I was able to look at drawings
and understand why things are drawn the
way they were. This meant that if something
was not working as it should, I knew why. This
prevented the need to go up the management
scale to resolve what were often simple issues,
thereby reducing machine downtime and
improving efficiency.
The NPL Training course gave me the
confidence to question which measurement
approach was best for each job and I now
construct the measurement routines myself,
instead of just running pre-determined
routines like I used to. As a direct result of
NPL Training, I was promoted to metrology
technician from engineer and now contribute
vital data used for setting up new tools. It’s a
much more interesting role and I’d say that,
thanks to this course, I’m 50% more productive
than I was. It’s had an impact on company
productivity too - I can now take on a broader
workload, freeing up time and capacity across
the board.
Thanks to the demonstrable benefits of NPL
Training and ongoing support from
Owen Mumford, I’ve now signed up to do
NPL’s Level 2 course to progress my knowledge
further.
Owen Mumford, a medical device
manufacturing company, supplies innovative
technology to major diagnostic and
pharmaceutical companies around the world.
The company, whose headquarters are in
Oxfordshire, has been growing for the last
60 years, and now has offices in five countries.
Barrie Hanson specifically works on auto injectors
for drug delivery for sufferers of auto-immune
diseases like osteoarthritis, Crohn’s disease and
diabetes.

www.owenmumford.com

The instructor, Phil Hulme was exceptional.
His method of teaching has meant that the
information has really stuck, and proved
extremely useful in my day-to-day work.
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e-Learning: over a century
of scientific expertise at
your fingertips
André Silva, e-Learning specialist at NPL Training
NPL has led the way in groundbreaking physical and material
science since 1900, and now it
is doing the same for metrology
training.
NPL is the first National
Measurement Institute
in the world to offer an
e-Learning programme
optimised not only for
desktops and laptops,
but also for tablets and
smartphones.
NPL Training has a successful track record of
helping trainees to improve their measurement
skills and supporting businesses to increase
their productivity and expertise. It has been
recognised as a ‘top 100 training provider’ by
SEMTA - the Sector Skills Council for Science,
Engineering, Manufacturing and Technology,
and was recently awarded ‘Best Training
Scheme’ by the Manufacturing Technologies
Association (MTA). Since the launch of the
e-Learning programme, trainees can benefit
from NPL’s high-calibre training in a faster and
more convenient way.
NPL scientists are developing state-of-the-art
metrology and technology every day, and until
now, this was only available to those able to
travel and attend face-to-face NPL training
courses. However, modern life is fast-paced and
many companies cannot afford the ‘downtime’
involved when sending their employees to offsite training. In this sense, the new e-Learning
programme allows employers and employees to
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benefit from training by saving time and money,
whilst avoiding the constraints and expenses
related to traditional training methods.
e-Learning is much more flexible and widely
accessible than classroom training, giving
trainees the ability to learn at their own pace
and fit training around their own schedule.
Courses can be taken at any time, in any
place, on smartphones, tablets, laptops, and
desktops, meaning that trainees can take the
classroom with them, wherever they go. For
the first time, metrology training will be able
to be undertaken by trainees when they want
- whether they’re on the move, during their
lunch break or even when they’re travelling.

e-Learning: over a century of scientific expertise at your fingertips

Each e-Learning course will be made up of a
series of video modules with rich multimedia
presentations, self-paced exercises and an
extensive selection of additional content,
delivered through a learning experience
tailored to each student.
Trainees will have the ability to monitor
their own progress and receive immediate
feedback. At the end of each section, they can
take an assessment to see how much they’ve
learnt.
The first e-Learning course available online
is the ‘Introduction to Metrology’. It provides
an overview of metrology: exploring the
science of measurement, outlining its value
for industry, the economy, science and
society and looks at worldwide measurement
uniformity and measurement in practice.
Once the International System of Units
(SI) is explored, exposing the background
complexity of each measurement, the course
introduces practical guidelines that will help
trainees to improve measurement procedures
within their day-to-day work, and support
successful everyday measurements.
This course is a self-paced learning
experience, allowing trainees to access
lessons in a self-guided way through ondemand interactive multimedia presentations
with integrated self-assessment tools. This
is the most flexible training option and is
suitable for all trainees, even metrology and
e-Learning beginners, and is aimed at people
who work on manufacturing floors, in
inspection departments, students
or anyone who simply wants to
learn more about the science
of measurement.

Further e-Learning courses and delivery
methods will follow in 2014 covering
increasingly ‘high level’ metrology topics,
developed using NPL’s expertise. In addition to
the self-paced learning method, trainees will
be able to select other delivery solutions,
such as:
•  	 Online tutored courses that allow trainees
to access lessons on-demand and take
them at their own pace, whilst also
being able to interact with NPL scientists
online. Online tutoring will support group
interaction and collaborative activities
based around the content.
•  	 Blended learning courses which are made
up of a mixture of online and face-toface training. This blends the best of both
worlds, giving trainees access to lessons on
demand whilst providing scheduled faceto-face sessions where trainees can get
hands-on practical experience and personal
feedback.
The next course will be ‘An Introduction to
Measurement Uncertainty’and will provide
trainees with an understanding of this
concept critical to everyday measurements.
Trainees will learn how to interpret and
use measurement uncertainty, interpret
uncertainty budgets, and will understand
how this concept is fundamental to support
successful engineering decision making.
e-Learning is an exciting venture for NPL
Training, adding to our already extensive
training portfolio. NPL is passionate about
disseminating knowledge and increasing
global measurement skills and competence.
e-Learning not only enables NPL to transfer
state-of-the-art expertise to a worldwide
audience, but also provides the right tools
to empower trainees and employees alike,
and help train the next generation of skilled
metrologists.

e-Learning not only enables NPL
to transfer state-of-the-art expertise
to a worldwide audience, but also provides the right tools
to empower trainees and employees alike, and help
train the next generation of skilled metrologists.
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Underpinning the success of UK
manufacturing with improved product
verification capabilities
Phil Cooper, Product Verification Programme Leader at NPL

Accurate measurement is at the heart
of product verification and it involves
a whole range of specialist skills,
equipment, processes, environmental
conditions and standards (...) any
solution to make this more effective
can boost business for the UK supply
chain, and add billions to the UK
economy.
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Underpinning the success of UK manufacturing with improved product verification capabilities

Product verification (PV) is a vital
process required by manufacturers
to provide complete assurance
that components and products
are manufactured according to
the original design specification,
thus reducing product failure, poor
performance, waste and customer
dissatisfaction.
The best way of showing
the importance of
accurate PV is what
happens when the
process breaks down
and something is
delivered to market
with hidden flaws. For
example, in 2010 a leading car manufacturer
had a problem with an accelerator pedal
that saw several models, and millions of cars,
recalled across the globe. The cost in rework
terms was over $100 million, but the total
cost of the measurement failure, including the
subsequent changes that needed to be made
to the process, is estimated at more than
$4 billion.
Accurate measurement is at the heart of PV
and it involves a whole range of specialist
skills, equipment, processes, environmental
conditions and standards. Work with major
manufacturers at the head of international
supply chains has shown that PV activities
account for up to 20% of the cost of the
finished product. Therefore, any solution to
make this more effective can boost business
for the UK supply chain and add billions to the
UK economy.

The Product Verification Programme
The PVP promotes the importance of PV skills
and provides practical support in a number of
different ways. Firstly, a ‘Health Check’ service
provides an in-company review designed to
quickly identify areas where improvements
in PV activities can make an immediate
impact, leading to measurable ‘bottom line’
benefits. Identifying key members of staff
and additional training requirements is an
important part of this. Beyond the Health
Check, PV support services are provided
in many forms, dependent on individual
requirements.
The PVP will form an integral part of the
government-funded new Sharing in Growth
programme, which is providing over £110
million training and development to 55 highvalue manufacturers in the UK aerospace and
civil nuclear sectors.

Long-term gain
The PVP is committed to providing longterm solutions to organisations with PV
requirements, which is why it is so important
that technical consulting is accompanied by
high quality training. The PVP is designed to
help UK manufacturers to become as selfsufficient as possible in executing PV.
By 2018, the PVP aims to be at the centre of
coordinating UK assets, resources, capabilities
and services related to PV; recognised as a
national resource and source of expertise in PV,
supplying knowledge, training, accreditation
and networking services that meet specific,
prioritised industry requirements.

NPL is leading a new initiative to support
UK advanced manufacturers to improve
their product verification capabilities. The
Product Verification Programme (PVP) was
established by NPL in July 2013, to provide
technical services, and consultancy to identify
and improve the PV skills within workforces,
supported by an accredited training
programme. The programme is overseen by
a National Advisory Board and an Executive
Group comprising the key university partners
of Bath, Coventry and Huddersfield.
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National Physical Laboratory
NPL is a world-leading centre for the development and exploitation of measurement science,
technology, related standards, and best practice in a diverse range of technical areas and market
sectors. As the UK’s National Measurement Institute, our capabilities underpin the UK National
Measurement System (NMS), ensuring consistency and traceability of measurements in support
of UK and overseas customer interests. We aim to provide world-class science and engineering
with economic, social and environmental benefits to the UK.

National Physical Laboratory
Hampton Road
Teddington
Middlesex
United Kingdom
TW11 0LW
020 8977 3222
www.npl.co.uk
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